Tech Green Lawn Rules:

**Tents** - Allowed on Tech Green as long as they meet the following requirements.
All tent layouts must be approved by GT Fire Marshal

**Size/Location:** Any tent larger than 20x20 must be located on the South end of Tech Green Lawn. Smaller tents allowed on the perimeter of Tech Green Lawn. No tents in the middle area. Please refer to diagram for zoned areas.
All tent layouts must be approved by GT Fire Marshal.

**Staking** – Staking is allowed and required for tents 20x20 or larger. Before “Staking” GT Organization Must call *811 to mark irrigation lines prior to event date. Tents that are 10x10 must be weighted down.

**Maintenance requirements**
1. Photos should be taken before tent installation or setup for any scheduled event by GT Organization reserving the space and GT Landscape Services
2. Turf Damage – If damaged the GT Organization who reserved space will provide funding sufficient to repair damage as specified by GT Landscape Services
3. Irrigation Damage – If damaged the GT Organization who reserved space will provide funding sufficient to repair damage as specified by GT Landscape Services.

**Weather / Turf condition**- If significant rainfall or other conditions exist which would cause unacceptable damage to the turf, the event may be canceled. Notification of cancelation will be sent as soon as possible. We reserve the right to take event spaces offline due to weather or turf conditions. We recommend all outdoor events reserve alternate interior location.

**Time** – Tents will not be installed more than 3 ½ days, this includes load in, event, and load out.
For example:
Day 1 – AM - Tent assembly
Day 2 – AM – Furniture Setup – Event – Remove Furniture
Day 3 – AM – Remove Structure

**Other structures / restrictions**
Inflatable are allowed as a one day set-up & take-down and will require staking or sandbags. They can be located anywhere within Tech Green.
Stages are allowed for max of one day, on the North end of Tech Green. All stages must provide protection of grass during installation and removal process.
No building type structures, vehicles, water slides or carnival rides are allowed on grass areas.
No organized sporting events on Tech Green Lawn.
Failure to follow these rules could result in loosing privileges to access this area for future events.
Reserving outdoor space rules:
(Excluding Tech Green Lawn)

**Tents** - Allowed on grass areas of outdoor space as long as they meet the following requirements. All tent layouts must be approved by GT Fire Marshal

**Size/Location:** – to fit within the lawn area

**Staking** – Staking is allowed and required for tents 20x20 or larger. Before “Staking” GT Organization Must call *811 to mark irrigation lines prior to event date. Tents that are 10x10 must be weighted down.

**Maintenance requirements**
1. Photos should be taken before tent installation or setup for any scheduled event by GT Organization reserving the space and GT Landscape Services.
2. Turf Damage – If damaged the GT Organization who reserved space will provide funding sufficient to repair damage as specified by GT Landscape Services
3. Irrigation Damage – If damaged the GT Organization who reserved space will provide funding sufficient to repair damage as specified by GT Landscape Services

**Weather** - If significant rainfall or other conditions exist which would cause unacceptable damage to the turf, the event may be canceled. Notification of cancelation will be sent as soon as possible. We reserve the right to take event spaces offline due to weather or turf conditions. We recommend all outdoor events reserve alternate interior location.

**Time** – Tents not be installed more than 3 ½ days, this includes load in, event, and load out.
For example:  
Day 1 – AM - Tent assembly  
Day 2 – AM – Furniture Setup – Event – Remove Furniture  
Day 3 – AM – Remove Structure

**Other structures / restrictions**
Inflatables are allowed as a one day set-up and take-down. They will require staking or sandbags and can be located anywhere within the lawn area.
Stages are allowed for max of one day. Must provide plywood where footings are on grassy areas.
No building type structures, vehicles, water slides or carnival rides are allowed on grass areas.
No organized sporting events.
Failure to follow these rules could result in loosing privileges to access this area for future events.